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We present experimental results on the atomic structure of the interfaces between a-Si:H and 
a-SiN, :H layers obtained by analyzing the intensity of the Raman lines from zone-folded 
acoustic phonons and of the peaks of x-ray diffraction at grazing angles. We determine the 
width of these interfaces and their stability under thermal annealing in temperatures below the 
crystallization temperature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The propagation of electromagnetic and of acoustic 

waves have several aspects in common which arise from the 
fact that both are wave-like phenomena with linear energy 
versus wave vector relationship.“2 In a superlattice, the peri- 
odicity leads to the folding of the dispersion relation of these 
excitations into mini-Brillouin zones of dimension 2rr/d 
along the direction perpendicular to the layers (z direction), 
where d is the superlattice period.3v4 This holds even in the 
presence of light absorption or phonon scattering, as long as 
the inverse absorption coefficient and the phonon coherence 
length are much larger than the superlattice period. This 
condition is easily satisfied for small wavelength x rays and 
for low-frequency acoustic phonons. In addition to the fold- 
ing, Bragg reflections at the interfaces leads to the opening of 
energy gaps in the center and at the boundaries of the mini- 
Brillouin zone. Evidence for the existence of these gaps is 
found in the observation of additional peaks in the low-angle 
x-ray diffraction pattern of amorphous superlattices.’ In the 
case of acoustic phonons the gaps lead to energy stop bands 
in the phonon transmission spectra through these struc- 
tures.“8 

The folding of the dispersion relation for acoustic phon- 
ons in both crystalline3’9 and amorphous” superlattices has 
also been verified by the observation ofadditional lines in the 
low-frequency Raman spectrum. In these experiments, the 
incident light suffers Bragg reflections not from the static 
composition profile of the superlattice but from the dynamic 
grating created by the modulation of the refractive index of 
the layers that accompanies the stress induced by the acous- 
tic wave. 

The intensity of the x-ray diffraction peaks and of the 
Raman lines from folded phonons depends on the modula- 
tion profile of the superlattice. Recently, several investiga- 
tions have explored the x-ray diffraction technique to ana- 
lyze the structure and the composition of amorphous 

“‘Present address: Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 3333 Coyote Hill 
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 

b, Permanent address: Institut Wr Technische Physik der Universitat Erlan- 
gen-Niirnberg, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1 D-8520 Erlangen, Germany. 

interfaces in superlattices based on hydrogenated amor- 
phous silicon (a-Si:H), germanium (a-Ge:H), and alloys 
such as a-SiN, :H, a-Sic, :H, a-SiO, :H and a-GeN, :H.53”-‘5 
These studies have also been extended to investigate interdif- 
fusion in amorphous materials and the stability of amor- 
phous interfaces under annealing.‘3*‘4,‘6*‘0 Previous studies 
of amorphous interfaces based on Raman scattering have 
been restricted to the analysis of the high-frequency optical- 
like phonons. ‘3718*19 These vibrations are very sensitive to 
the local structure of the material and have been used to 
probe interdiffusion and crystallization ofamorphous super- 
lattices. 

In this paper, we present a complementary Raman 
study of interfaces in a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H superlattices based 
on the analysis of the intensity of the low-frequency excita- 
tion from folded phonons. Specifically, we investigated the 
width of these interfaces and their stability under thermal 
annealing at temperatures below the crystallization tem- 
perature. The results are confronted with those obtained 
from x-ray diffraction. The presentation is organized as fol- 
lows. In Sec. II we present a model for the intensity of the x- 
ray diffraction peaks. The same model also describes the in- 
tensity of the Raman lines from folded phonons. 
Experimental results obtained in as-grown samples are de- 
scribed in Sets. III A and III B. The effects of temperature 
annealing on the amorphous interfaces are presented in Sec. 
III C. In Sec. IV we present a discussion of the experimental 
data and the main conclusion of this work. 

II. SCATTERING INTENSITY IN SUPERLATTICES 

In order to extract information about the superlattice 
interfaces from scattering experiments a relationship is 
needed between the composition profile of the structure and 
the scattered intensity. In this section we develop a simple 
model for the composition profile of the superlattice, from 
which the intensity of the x-ray reflexes and of the Raman 
lines from acoustic phonons can be calculated. 

In the x-ray experiments that we shall discuss here mo- 
nochromatic CuK, (/2 = 1.54 A) irradiation impinges on 
the surface of the sample and the intensity of the reflected 
beam is measured as a function of the incidence angle 0,. 
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With respect to the x rays each layer is characterized by a 
refractive index that depends on the total electron concen- 
tration.” Several peaks are normally observed correspond- 
ing to different Bragg reflection orders.’ In the absence of 
resonance effects the intensity of the mth order reflex is pro- 
portional to”.*’ 

I lm K 
tan 0 

x.,n -- -.L?? sin S,., IF,., I2 (1) 
mL m 

where OX,,, is the incidence angle of the mth reflex. K is a 
factor which accounts for the polarization of the incident 
beam and takes the value (1 + (cos 20,, I)/2 for unpolar- 
ized radiation. The factor FX,,n is the mth Fourier compo- 
nent of the electronic density profile. This factor is deter- 
mined by the relative thickness of the layers and by the width 
and composition profile of the interfaces. 

The Raman scattering experiments from acoustic phon- 
ons are normally performed in the backscattering geometry 
with incident light of wavelength /2, propagating along the 
superlattice axis. The phonon involved in the process propa- 
gates in the same direction and has a wave vector 
q = (4nrr/A,), where n is the effective refractive index of 
the superlattice at the wavelength /2,. The scattering leads to 
a series of doublets of frequencies 
w,,-u,,(q+mCWd)) in the Raman spectrum, where 
V eff is the effective longitudinal acoustic (LA) sound veloc- 
ity along the z direction, and m denotes the folded branch 
(see Fig. 1 of Ref. 10). This approximation for the phonon 
frequency is valid for phonon wave vectors q not too close to 
the center or to the boundary of the mini-Brillouin zone. In 
this case the Stokes intensity of the Raman peak of frequency 
o,, is given by4 

I H.,N -~,?t [nB(%) + qPm12 (2) 
where ng(o,,) is the Bose factor. For measurements per- 
formed at room temperature, [n (w,, ) + 1 ] - kT/ti, , so 
that the factor w,, is cancelled in Eq. (2). The information 
about the composition profile is contained in P,, which is 
the ) m (th Fourier component of the modulation of the pho- 
toelastic coefficient. Within each layer this coefficient speci- 
fies how strongly the refractive index of the material is 
changed by the stress associated with the acoustic phonon. 

Equations ( 1) and (2) establish a relationship between 
the Fourier components of the spatial modulation of the 
electronic density and of the photoelastic coefficient, on one 
side, and the intensity of the x-ray reflexes and of the Raman 
scattering lines, on the other side. The actual composition 
profile can, in principle, be obtained by an inverse transfor- 
mation. This is a simple task for an ideal superlattice, which 
has a steplike composition profile with perfect parallel layers 
and abrupt interfaces. A real superlattice, on the other hand, 
may present a smooth compositional variation at the inter- 
faces due to intermixing of the layer materials. Moreover, 
layer thickness variations lead to departures from perfect 
periodicity. Finally, the composition profile may change not 
only along the growth direction but also perpendicular to it 
since the interfaces are not perfectly plane and present some 
roughness. In this case, a more complete model is required to 
relate all these effects to the Fourier components of the mod- 
ulation profile. 

To take into account material intermixing we will as- 
sume a Gaussian error function (erf) profile for the vari- 
ation in composition across and interface. A superlattice pe- 
riod will then have an effective composition profile given by 
the following function: 

for 

(3) 

Here d, and d, = d - d, are the thickness of the superlat- 
tice layers and CT,,’ is the characteristic half-width of the in- 
terface due to intermixing effects. Under the assumption 
that the interface width is much smaller than the individual 
layer thicknesses (o,, &d, ,d, ) the square of the mth Fourier 
transform off(z), corresponding to a wave vector of magni- 
tude m (2n/d), is given by 

J72, = [~sin2(m~~)]e-t2.nn3i*R,.. (4) 

The term in square brackets is the structure factor for an 
ideal two-layer superlattice with abrupt interfaces. Interface 
broadening due to material intermixing is taken into account 
by the exponential factor. The latter leads to a strong de- 
crease in the higher-order Fourier components with increas- 
ing interface width. 

Deviations from perfect periodicity caused by layer 
thickness fluctuations along the growth direction and by in- 
terface roughness are taken into account by the factor R,,, in 
Eq. (4). Such deviations induce incoherent scattering there- 
by reducing the intensity of the scattering peaks. If these 
fluctuations are completely random and their amplitude 
small compared to the nominal layer thicknesses their effect 
on the Fourier transform of the composition profile is given 
by a Debye-Waller-like factor of the form’ ‘.2’V22 

R, = e - (Qmde - (Q,,,~,)* (5) 

where a, and a, are the root mean square (rms) amplitude 
of the layer thickness fluctuations along and perpendicular 
to the growth direction, respectively. The extended scatter- 
ing wave vector Q, is given by 2mrr/d and (2mn/d _+ q) for 
x ray and light scattering, respectively. In the remainder of 
the paper, we will neglect the contribution q and assume 
Q,,, = 2m?r/d for the folded phonons. 

From the previous equation we conclude that the inten- 
sity I,,, of the x-ray diffraction peaks and of the Raman lines 
from folded phonons can be stated as 

I, -1 sin’ m7r$- 
( > 

e 
- (IrrmS)2 

m2 
(6a) 

where 

02=02,+u:fu.5. (6b) 
Here, u is an effective interface half-width that takes into 
account material intermixing, interface roughness, and layer 
thickness fluctuations. Within the limitations of the present 
model each one of the effects contribute in the same way to 
the effective interface thickness dj = 2a. Note that this effec- 
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tive thickness may in principle be different for x ray and for 
Raman experiments, since they refer to different physical 
properties, namely, the modulation profile of the electronic 
density and of the photoelastic coefficient, respectively. 

Finally, we didn’t consider in the derivation of Eqs. (5) 
and (6) the effect of scattering centers within the superlat- 
tice layers associated with material inhomogeneities, voids, 
etc. AS we shall see in Sec. III B these centers, when present 
in a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H multilayers, are probably concentrated 
near the interfaces. Their effect, in this case, is to increase the 
interface roughness and they can be taken into account by 
the term a, in Eq. (6). 

III. RESULTS 
The samples investigated here are a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H su- 

perlattices, (x = 1.3) grown by the glow discharge decom- 
postion of approp+ate gases and having periods ranging 
from 30 to 400 A. Their composition modulation was 
achieved by periodically varying the gas composition in the 
discharge chamber. The number of a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H double 
layers in each sample varies with the superlattice period and 
was chosen to yield a total sample thickness of approximate- 
ly 1 p. For comparison, we also included in the following 
sections results obtained in glow discharge a-Si:H/a-Ge:H 
superlattices. Further details of the preparation conditions 
of the a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H and a-Si:H/u-Ge:H superlattices 
are presented in Ref. 10 and 23, respectively. 

A. As-grown samples 
The Raman experiments on the a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H amor- 

phous superlattices were performed in the backscattering 
configuration using an excitation wavelength /2, = 6471 A. 
A typical Raman spectrum of an as-grown sample (growth 
temperature T, = 280 “C) is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Due to 
their larger scattering cross section, the scattering is domi- 
nated by the a-Si:H layers that have a smaller band gap 
(EM = 1.8 eV) compared to a-SiN,:H (E, = 4 eV). For 
large Raman shifts (w > 100 cm - ’ )-the high-frequency 
region-all phonons contribute to the scattering and the 
spectrum shows broad lines corresponding to maxima in the 
vibrational density of states of the silicon layers.24 For low 
Raman shifts (w < 100 cm - ’ )-the acoustic region-the 
spectrum is dominated by narrow lines associated with the 
excitation of zone-folded longitudinal acoustic phonons 
[linesw,,w-,,ando,inFig. l(a)].‘“Thepeakslabeledwl 
and w _ , are the normal backscattering lines corresponding 
to folded phonons with a wave vector q, = 2( 2nn/A, ) 
along the z direction. Line o, is due to forward light scatter- 
ing with qz = 0.6 This line is observed in the backscattering 
configuration due to light reflected from the backside of the 
superlattice film. 

In order to obtain information about the composition 
profile of the superlattice we measured the integrated inten- 
sity of the folded phonon lines w, and w _ ’ for 
a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H samples with different periods. These inte- 
grated intensities depend not only on the modulation profile 
but also on the optical absorption coefficient and on the total 
thickness of the samples. To correct for these differences 
when comparing different samples, the integrated intensities 
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a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H SUPERLATTICE 

- d=220(%) 
T,,(Y)= 

(a) x0.6 
t- 

‘k //J-p0 ---y/ - 
4 600 

, 

IO 20 200 400 600 

RAMAN SHIFT (cm-‘) 
FIG. 1. Raman spectra of a a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H superlattice with a repetition 
period of 220 A (a) after growth, and (b)-(f) after annealing at different 
temperatures T,. Lines w, and o , correspond to the excitation of folded 
LA phonons with a wave vector qz = 2(2tm-/A, ) and line o, is due to for- 
ward light scattering. 

of the first folded phonon doublet was normalized to the 
total scattering intensity in the high-frequency region [from 
100 to 600 cm - ’ , see Fig. 1 (a) 1. The normalized intensities 
calculated in that way will be denoted here by IR . Following 
Eq. (6), Fig. 2(a) shows the dependence of the quantity 
In(l,/sin2( rrd,/d)) vs (2r/d)2 for a series of 
a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H superlattices grown under similar condi- 
tions, except for the different thicknesses of the individual u- 
Si:H ( d2 ) and a-SiN, :H layers (d, ). From a linear regres- 
sion of the data we obtain an effective interface thickness 
di = 18 A. For comparison, Fig. 2(b) shows the same plot 
for a-Si:H/u-Ge:H superlattices. In this case a smaller effec- 
tive interface thickness of 12 b; is found. We recall here that 
this effective interface thickness includes both intermixing 
and layer thickness fluctuations. 

Figure 3 (a) shows the low-angle x-ray diffraction spec- 
trum of a a-Si:H/u-SiN,:H super-lattice with equal thick- 
nesses for the silicon and for the silicon nitride layers. The 
spectrum was recorded with the CuKa line corresponding to 
a wavelength 2, = 1.54 A. Reflexes of order m up to 5 are 
observed, giving direct evidence for the one-dimensional pe- 
riodicity of the structure. The small width of the lines (full 
width at half maximum ~0.1 “C) indicates that there is 
small fluctuation in the thickness of the individual periods. 
From the Bragg angle of the reflexes the repetition period 
was calculated to be 110 & 1 A, in good agreement with the 
nominal value of 104 A determined from the deposition con- 
ditions. 

The small intensity of the second order reflex [1X,2 in 
Fig. 3 (a) ] relative to the reflexes of first (I,,, ) and of third 
(I,,, ) order is consistent with the fact that the silicon and 
silicon nitride layers have nominally equal thicknesses. Ac- 
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and (b) a-Si:H/a-Ge:H superlattices. d, is the effective interface thickness 
obtained from a linear regression of the data points. 
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cording to Eq. (6) the second and higher even order Fourier 
component of the modulation profile vanish in this case. 
This result is only valid in the framework of the simple mod- 
el presented in Sec. II. A complete dynamic theory for the 
scattering intensity predicts a small but nonvanishing inten- 
sity for the second order reflex, even when the two layers 
have exactly the same thicknesses.15 The dots in Fig. 3 (b) 
indicate the integrated intensities of the reflexes 1X,2 and 1X,3 
normalized to the intensity of the first reflex (I,,, ). The solid 
lines are the expected intensities for an ideal superlattice 
(d, = 0 A), calculated from Eq. ( 1) for different values of 
the layer thickness asymmetry a, = 1 (d, - d, )/d 1. All the 
values are normalized to the intensity I,,, for a, = 0. The 
relative intensity of the x-ray reflexes, especially of those of 
higher order, are very sensitive to the relative thicknesses of 
the layers. The experimental intensities in Fig. 3(b) lie far 
from the predictions of the model for an ideal superlattice. 
We note further that these discrepancies cannot be overcome 
by simply assuming variations in the layer thickness asym- 
metry from the nominal values. The dashed lines in Fig. 
3 (b) show the prediction of Eq. (2) by assuming an effective 
interface thickness equal to the value determined previously 
from the Raman measurements (d, = 18 A). As before, all 
values were normalized to the intensity of the first order 
reflex for a, = 0. The intensity of the third order reflex is 
better reproduced in this case. In fact, the agreement to the 
experimental data is almost perfect if we assume a, = 0.1, as 
indicated by the crosses in the figure. This indicates that the 
same effective interface width can be used to explain the 
intensity of both the Raman and the x-ray lines. 

6. Imaging of the interfaces 
In order to image the amorphous interfaces a low-ener- 

gy ( 1 keV) focused Ar + ion beam impinging at grazing 
incidence was used to etch a small crater on the surface of the 
superlattice film. The resulting surface morphology was 

(b) 

I X.1 

-di ~0 
----di =& 

-b-x-. 
m-l’ 

d, -d, as= - 
I I d 

, 

FIG. 3. (a) x-ray diffraction pattern of a 
a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H superlattice with a repeti- 
tion period of 110 A and nominal layer thick- 
ness asymmetry a, = 1 (d, - d2 )/d 1. The in- 
dex m  specifies the order of the reflexes. The 
broad structure at 219, = 2” is an artifact of the 
measurement and is not associated with the 
superlattice structure. (b) Relative intensity 
I x,,~ of the mth reflex as a function of the 
asymmetry a,. The symbols are experimental 
data from the curve in (a) vs the nominal 
asymmetry (dots) andassuming theasymme- 
try to be of 0.1 (crosses). The solid (dashed) 
lines were calculated from Eqs. (1) and (4) 
for an effective interface width of0 A (18A). 
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then investigated using an interference contrast microscope. 
This technique is particularly valuable in revealing inhomo- 
geneities and defects at the interfaces, as we shall see in the 
following. Figure 4(a) shows an interference micrograph 
( x40) of the crater etched into the surface of an 
a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H superlattice consisting of 23 double layers 
of silicon and silicon nitride, each 200 b; thick (d = 400 A). 
The dark contours were identified as the interfaces where a- 
Si:H is grown on top of an a-SiN,:H layer. The number of 
contours is equal to the number of periods, i.e., 23 in this 
particular case. 

By surface profiling the edges of the crater with a profi- 
lometer we verified that they are smooth and do not present 
steps at the interfaces. The interference contours can there- 
fore not be assigned to step formation at the superlattice 
interfaces during ion bombardment. They are attributed to 
the abrupt lateral variation in the effective optical path of the 
reflected light at the points where an opaque a-Si:H film 
begins to cover a transparent a-SiN, :H layer. In the interfer- 
ence microscope, these abrupt phase changes of the reflected 
light provides the contrast necessary for the observation of 
the interfaces. At the a-SiN, :H on a-Si:H interfaces, on the 
other hand, the lateral variations in the optical path are 
smoother, since the nitride layers are transparent. These in- 
terfaces do not present sufficient contrast and cannot be ob- 
served in the interference micrographs. 

Figure 4(b) shows a section of Fig. 4(a) observed at a 
higher magnification ( X400). Small bubbles with lateral 
dimensions of the order of 0.2p are seen on the surface of the 
sample. The bubbles are concentrated along two lines: one 
along the dark contours, corresponding to the position of the 
interfaces where a-Si:H is grown on SiN, :H, and the other 
half-way between the contours, corresponding to the expect- 
ed position of the SiN, :H on a-Si:H interfaces. The precise 
origin of the bubbles is unknown. Due to their large dimen- 

- 200 pm 

(b) 

FIG. 4. Interference micrograph of a crater etched by Ar + -bombardpent 
into a a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H superlattice with a repetition period of 100 A ob- 
served under an amplification of (a) 40 X and (b) 400 X . The small bubbles 
in (b) are concentrated at the position of the interfaces. 

sion compared to the layer thicknesses, they must have been 
formed during the bombardment. Argon inclusions have 
been observed in crystalline silicon after bombardment with 
Ar + ions. A similar process could account for the forma- 
tion of Ar bubbles near the a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H interfaces. Al- 
ternatively, the bubbles may be filled with the hydrogen eli- 
minated from the amorphous network as a consequence of 
the increase in sample temperature during the Ar+ bom- 
bardment. Hydrogen bubbles appear after annealing a-Si:H 
films.25 Independen tl y from their origin, a larger concentra- 
tion of bubbles at the interfaces reveals the presence of an 
interface transition region where the material is less compact 
and probably less homogeneous than within the layers. 

C. Annealed samples 
In order to investigate the effects of annealing on the 

structure of the amorphous interfaces the a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H 
superlattices were annealed in vacuum for 30 min at differ- 
ent temperatures. The structure modifications due to an- 
nealing can be appreciated in the series of Raman spectra of 
Fig. 1. The sample, in this case, is an a-Si:H/f-SiN, :H super- 
lattice with layer thicknesses of 120 and 60 A for a-Si:H and 
a-SiN,:H, respectively. In order to increase the interface 
width artificially, a 20-A a-SiN,,:H layer with a composition 
y = 0.6 was intentionally introduced between each two con- 
secutive layers, so that the sample period is 220 A. 

The spectra in Fig. 1 display two kinds of behavior. For 
annealing temperatures up to 700 “C [Figs. 1 (a) to 1 (d) ] 
there is an overall reduction in the scattering intensity with 
annealing temperature. In this temperature range hydrogen 
evolves from the a-Si:H layers, reducing its optical gap and 
increasing the absorption coefficient a for the laser light. 
The effective sample thickness probed in the Raman experi- 
ments ( = 1/2a) is thereby reduced. The reduction in the 
scattering volume overcompensates the enhancement in the 
scattering cross section with increased absorption, leading to 
a net decrease in the Raman intensity. The increased absorp- 
tion also leads to the disappearance of the forward scattering 
line w, in the low frequency part of the spectrum, since light 
reflected at the back surface of the film can no longer reach 
the front surface. 

For annealing temperatures above 700 “C [Figs. 1 (e) 
and 1 (f) ] there is partial crystallization of the a-Si:H layers, 
which is signalized by the appearance of a sharp Raman line 
at 520 cm - ’ . In agreement with previous observations, we 
verified that the crystallization temperature increases with 
decreasing thickness of the silicon layers. The crystallization 
is accompanied by a reduction in the optical absorption and 
the forward scattering peak o, reappears in the low-frequen- 
cy range of the spectrum. The folded phonon lines are ob- 
served for annealing temperatures far above the crystalliza- 
tion onset. This is direct evidence that the superlattice 
structure is not destroyed during the annealing process. 

The folded-phonon lines in Fig. 1 shift to higher fre- 
quencies with increasing annealing temperature. The fre- 
quency increase is gradual up to 700 “C. The crystallization 
onset between 700 and 800 “C is followed by an abrupt fre- 
quency shift. The frequency of the folded-phonon lines is 
proportional to the inverse period l/d and to the average 
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sound velocity for LA waves in the superlattice. An analysis 
of the x-ray diffraction pattern of annealed samples reveals 
that the repetition period reduces at most 5% when the sam- 
ple is annealed to 750 “C. The large frequency shifts in Fig. 1 
(20%-30%) are then predominantly due to an annealing 
induced increase in the effective sound velocity. Below the 
crystallization temperature, this effect can be associated 
with hydrogen evolution. In fact, sound velocity measure- 
ments in unstructured u-Si:H layers show a strong depen- 
dence on hydrogen concentration.26 The abrupt frequency 
shifts at the crystallization onset is explained by the higher 
sound velocity of the crystalline material. 

In order to analyze the effects of annealing on the modu- 
lation profile of the superlattices we plot in Fig. 5 the inte- 
grated intensity of the lines w _ , and w + , , normalized to the 
total scattering intensity in the optical region, as a function 
of the annealing temperature. Strictly speaking, the normali- 
zation procedure only applies for annealing temperatures 
below the crystallization onset (indicated by arrows in Fig. 
5), where there is no substantial change in the high-frequen- 
cy part of the Raman spectrum. According to Eqs. (2) and 
(4) the normalized intensities are proportional to the first 
harmonic of the effective composition profile. The data are 
presented for two samples with periods of 110 and 220 A, 
respectively. In both cases a clear maximum is found for 
annealing temperatures around 650 “C. Instead of smearing 
out due to interdiffusion, the effective composition profile of 
the interfaces seems to become steeper after annealing 
around 650 “C. Note that the effect takes place far below the 
crystallization temperature (see arrows in Fig. 5), i.e., in a 
range where there is practically no change in the high-fre- 
quency part of the Raman spectrum. 

A similar effect has also been observed in the low-angle 
x-ray diffraction pattern of the samples. Figure 6 shows a 
series of x-ray spectra of a a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H sample with a 
period of 110 A recorded after annealing at different tem- 
peratures. In agreement with previous investigations,‘” the 
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FIG. 5. Normalized intensity of the Raman lines from folded LA phonons 
as a function of the annealing temperature for two a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H super- 
lattices with periods of 110 and 220 A. The normalization was performed by 
dividing the integrated intensity of the Raman lines from folded phonons by 
the integrated scattering intensity in the range from 100 to 600 cm ’ . 

diffraction peaks can be observed in samples annealed at 
least up to 750 “C, indicating again the high stability of the 
interfaces against interdiffusion. As in the case of folded 
phonons, the intensity of the reflexes increases strongly 
when the sample is annealed at 650 “C and decreases for 
higher temperatures. 

The changes in the intensity of the x-ray reflexes can be 
due to a reduction either in the effective interface width or in 
the relative thickness of the superlattice layers [see Fig. 
3(b) 1. The latter mechanism plays a secondary role in the 
case of our samples. To see this we recall that the 110 A 
sample of Fig. 6 has a-Si:H and a-SiN, :H layers with nomi- 
nally the same thickness. This accounts for the small intensi- 
ty of the m = 2 line relative to the others. According to Eqs. 
(2) and (4) the intensity of the first Raman doublet 
(m = + 1) is maximal in this case: any appreciable devi- 
ation from the condition d, = d, induced by the annealing 
would cause the scattering intensity in Fig. 5 to reduce. That 
is not the case, at least for annealing temperatures below 
650 “C. 

We attribute the line intensity behavior to a reduction in 
the effective interface width when the a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H su- 
perlattices are annealed around 650 “C. In order to estimate 
the interface width as a function of the annealing tempera- 
ture we shall assume that changes in the layer thickness 
asymmetry during annealing can be completely disregarded. 
In this case the relative variation in the interface width 
Si ( T) defined by: 

s2(T) = ~‘(280°C) -O-~(T) =d:(280”C) -d;(T) 
d 

d2 4d2 
(7) 

is proportional to the intensity ratio IR (7)/I, (280 “C). 
This quantity is plotted on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. The 
110-A period sample has an initial interface width of 
di (280 “C) = 18 + 2 A. Taking S, (650 “C) = 0.008 we cal- 
culate the effective interface thickness at 650 “C to have de- 
creas:s to less than - 8 A. For the sample with a period of 
220 A. A similar analysis cannot be performed since a 20 A 
layer of a-SiN,,, :H was artifically introduced at each inter- 
face. Nevertheless if we assume the initial interface thickness 
to lie in the range from 30 to 40 A (the 20-A thick a-SiN,,, :H 
layer plus two adjacent interfaces, each -9 A thick) we 
obtain an effective interface thickness at 650 “C smaller than 
-20 A. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the intensity of the x-ray peaks and of the 
Raman lines from folded phonons presented above yield ef- 
fective interface widths of 18 and of 12 A for as-grown 
a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H and a-Si:H/a-Ge:H superlattices, respec- 
tively. In the case of a-Si:H/a-Ge:H superlattices, investiga- 
tions of the interface thickness based on Raman scattering 
from high-frequency phonons’R.‘9 have concluded that the 
composition changes take place in a region not exceeding 
one or two atomic monolayers. a-Si:H/a-Ge:H superlattices 
constitute a well-behaved case where the two materials have 
similar short-range order and where the mismatch in the 
atomic distances can be easily accommodated in a mono- 
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FIG. 6. x-ray diffraction pattern of a a-Si:H/n-SiN,:H superlattice with 
repetition period of 100 A  (a) after growth and (b)-(d) after annealing at 
different temperatures. As in Fig. 2(a), the broad structure at 20, = 2”is an 
artifact ofthe measurement and is not associated with the superlatticestruc- 
ture. 

layer-thick amorphous interface. The apparent contradic- 
tion with our results is resolved if we take into account that 
the latter experiments probe only the local composition of 
the interfaces. They are thus not sensitive to interface rough- 
ness or to layer thickness fluctuations during the growth. 
Assuming the width of the interfaces due to intermixing to 
be 6 + 1 A,‘8*‘9 we calculate the rms amplitude of the inter- 
face roughness to be of a, -d-/2 - 5 A. In this anal- 
ysis we neglected contributions from layer thickness fluctu- 
ation during sample growth, which are expected to be very 
small in the computer-controlled deposition system used to 
grow the samples. 

The situation is different for a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H superlat- 
tices, where the short-range order is considerably different in 
the two materials. Although there can be abrupt changes in 
the concentration profile of silicon and nitrogen at each in- 
terface, this change is likely to be accompanied by consider- 
able distortions of the network near the interfaces in order to 
accommodate the structural differences. Although there can 
also be an abrupt change in the local composition profile for 
silicon and nitrogen at each interface, the materials within 
the layers are considerably distorted in the proximity of the 
interface in order to accommodate the structural differ- 
ences.27,29 Infrared absorption studies in glow discharge 
a-Si:H/a-SiN,:H superlattices revealed that the interfaces 
are rich in hydrogen.28V29 The presence of bubbles at the 
a-Si:H/a-SiN, :H interfaces in Ar + -etched samples is prob- 
ably associated with the presence of a low-density interface 
layer with higher hydrogen content. Therefore we expect the 
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density profile and the profile for the photoelastic coefficient 
across the interface to be less abrupt than in a-Si:H/a-Ge:H 
samples. Interface roughnesses further contribute to an in- 
crease in the effective interface thickness. As we mentioned 
previously, it is not possible to separate the two effects based 
solely on the simple model presented in Sec. II. 

The two kinds of superlattices exhibit opposite behavior 
under annealing. In a-Si:H/a-Ge:H, annealing at relative 
low temperatures ( - 400 “C) leads to strong material inter- 
mixing followed by the crystallization of the resulting silicon 
germanium alloy.20 a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H samples, on the other 
hand, are stable even for annealing temperatures high 
enough to induce the crystallization of the a-Si:H layers. 
There is no evidence for material intermixing in this case. In 
fact, the effective interface width of the a-Si:H/u-SiN,:H 
interfaces actually reduces for annealing temperatures 
around 650 “C. The x-ray diffraction experiments also reveal 
a decrease in the superlattice period with annealing. We at- 
tribute this behavior to the compaction of the material near 
the interfaces that follows hydrogen evolution. As a conse- 
quence, the silicon and silicon nitride layers become more 
homogeneous, leading to a reduction in the effective inter- 
face thickness. 

In the following we discuss possible reasons for the in- 
terface narrowing induced by thermal annealing around 
650 “C. The interfaces between the a-Si:H and the SiN,:H 
layers in a freshly deposited a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H superlattice 
may have a finite width over which the composition varies 
continuously from pure a-Si:H to pure a-SiN, :H as a result 
of material mixing during sample growth. The interface 
compaction takes place without further intermixing, and 
there can even be a reduction in the intermixing range 
between the two layers. In fact, when a nonstoichiometric 
SiN,:H alloy, xf 1.33, is annealed, a-Si:H-rich and u- 
SiN,.33 -rich clusters are initially formed through material 
diffusion.“’ The crystallization takes place only after this 
initial phase separation. This occurs because the sole crystal- 
line phase containing only silicon and nitrogen is silicon ni- 
tride (Si, N, ), so that nonstoichiometric silicon nitride must 
separate into this phase and pure silicon, before it can crys- 
tallize. The material diffusion in the composition gradient 
presented at the interfaces is determined by two opposite 
driving forces. The first one is associated with the gain in 
chemical energy through the formation of the stoichiometric 
compounds. This force favors the phase separation at the 
interfaces and yields a negative contribution to the effective 
diffusion coefficient. The second driving force is related to 
the entropy gain when there is a mixing of the materials, 
leading to a positive contribution of the diffusion coeffi- 
cient.” The first mechanism dominates in a-Si:H/u-SiN,:H 
superlattices, leading to an effective diffusion coefficient that 
is negative. The silicon and nitrogen atoms at the interface 
diffuse, therefore, in the direction of the silicon and of the 
silicon nitride layers, respectively, leading to a narrowing of 
the interfaces for annealing temperatures up to 650 “C. Simi- 
lar behavior has been reported for metallic Cu/Ni superlat- 
tices.3’ Silicon-germanium alloys, on the other hand, can 
crystallize for all compositional ranges and strong material 
intermixing takes place before crystallization. 
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For higher annealing temperatures, the effective inter- 
face width decreases, as is evident in Figs. 5 and 6. In this 
temperature range the a-Si:H layers crystallize partially. 
The interface broadening in this case is probably associated 
with an increase in interface roughness when crystallization 
occurs. 

In summary, we showed that x-ray and Raman scatter- 
ing measurements can be successfully used to probe the 
structure and the stability of interfaces in amorphous super- 
lattice structures. As-grown a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H and u- 
Si:H/a-Ge:H interfaces have effective thicknesses of 18 and 
12 A, respectively. The interface thickness includes material 
intermixing effects, layer thickness fluctuations during 
growth, and interface roughness. In contrast to u-Si:H/u- 
Ge:H, the a-Si:H/u-SiN, :H are very stable under annealing, 
even for temperatures above the crystallization temperature 
of the a-Si:H layers. We further verified that the interface 
thickness decreases for annealing around 650 “CL!. This be- 
havior was attributed to interface compaction followed by a 
phase separation of the interface material. 
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